Converting a 1971 vw bus to a subaru engine

Thanks to years of tinkering, people have figured out a number of ways to make a faster
Volkswagen Beetle. You can do anything from converting its stock flat-four to run on Weber
carbs, to swapping in an engine from the Porsche But if you want big power, you'll need the 2.
One such Beetle just showed up on eBay , and it looks about perfect. The auction listing is light
on detail, but the pictures show that a lot of work went into this build. This Beetle is a
German-market model from and the seller says its restoration began in The restoration was very
thoroughâ€”according to the seller "not one bolt was left unaltered," and that there are "too
many performance upgrades to list. Stock, the EJ25 produces horsepower, but it seems like this
engine is probably making more power now. It's also been converted to run on E85 fuel. There
are lots of neat details found throughoutâ€”we dig the Porsche Fuchs alloy wheels, and the
tachometer that appears to be from a s The roof rack completes the package perfectly. Clearly,
the seller put a lot of money into this build, so they're probably not going to part with this Beetle
on the cheap. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
Drew Magary Reviews the Toyota Sienna. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be
able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at
their web site. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this
page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Vintage. Contact Us Contact Us. Modern Bay Subaru Conversions, components, and kits help
transform your vintage Volkswagen Bay Window Bus into a reliable, turn-key, modern machine.
Running a small shop with less overhead means more time and attention for each build. We
make sure each system is not only perfectly dialed-in, but also beautifully implemented. Even
better? Our system leverages the legendary reliability of the Subaru platform to re-power our
beloved VW Bay Window Buses on to countless new adventures. The day after their bus was
delivered, our very first clients loaded up the family and turned the key to an epic, 4, mile
adventure across the US and back. They not only made it back in one piece, but they also made
it back brimming with unforgettable memories. So many of our most cherished family memories
were made possible by our own magical, orange bread-loaf-of-aVW-Bus, Guanella. Fourteen
years ago, we drove Guanella away from our wedding with a foot of snow piled high on top and
barely running on three cylinders. Four kids, thousands of miles, and countless unforgettable
memories laterâ€¦. One Subaru Converted Bus at a time. Thank you, your email has been added!
Get your vintage VW Bus back on the road. Modern style. Interested in having us build your
turn-key Subaru Conversion? Contact Us. Performing your own Subaru Conversion? Want
more? Sign up for our email list! First name. Last name. Links About Schedule Your
Conversion. About Schedule Your Conversion. Peace Vans has a tremendous amount of
experience with engine replacements and rebuilds. An engine replacement or rebuild is one of
the largest and most expensive projects you will undertake on your van. To make your life
easier during what can be a difficult decision, we've done the research for you. We specialize in
three areas of motors that we believe offer the best spread of performance, reliability, and cost.
We really have "no skin in the game" on any of these and just want to help you make the best
decision for you. We require an inspection before undertaking a project like this and we will
credit the cost toward the engine work. Finally, a word on making this investment. If you are
going to own your van for more than 5 more years, and plan on many trips short and long over
that time, we strongly recommend you consider a conversion and likely a Subaru conversion.
This is most common solution we offer. We build these engines in-house as well as source from
the best rebuilders. To be transparent, we tend to be a bit more expensive than other shops our estimates often include what we consider to be critical and necessary additional work to
make sure your new motor not only runs right but is surrounded by functional support systems,
most notably your coolant system. For us, this is a "no-brainer. It is simply not worth the cost
savings. Keeps it all stock and original. There is something beautiful and romantic about the
keeping your 30 year old vehicle stock and true. If you think of your van as a future collectible,
this is the most prudent course. It's about the journey, not the speed of getting there. Sure, the
stock motor could be considered a bit underpowered, but there is something nice about being
in the slow lane and smelling the proverbial flowers. Ease of future work. It will be easier to
work on an all stock system. Whether this translates into lower costs or not remains to be seen.
Extended Warranties. We think it's the perfect sound for travel By far, this is most affordable
option we offer. See "underpowered" above. Even with the higher compression rebuilds, you'll
still be at over the passes. It is 30 year old technology. Not bad technology, but it is old. These
motors are delivered to us brand new, and they fit perfectly into the Vanagon they are motors
typically used in the Passat, Jetta, and Golf. They also come with an engine management
system and modern electronics. We are doing more and more of these conversions and are big
fans. One of our rental vans has one and you are welcome to come test drive it. Brand new

motor. No rebuild, nothing reconditioned. Brand new, factory crate motor. Everything matched
from the factory - wiring, ECU, etc. Modern electronics. ODB2 connectivity for modern engine
management and data. A very nice bump from the stock power. These motors move along at a
great clip. This conversion runs a bit quieter than the stock motor. We partner with Foreign Auto
Supply in Maine to deliver a best of breed set of highly engineered conversion parts that run
flawlessly. AC, Cruise Control, etc. These features are easy to get working on this conversion.
You are starting to get up there in price. If you need any additional work e. Possibly one of the
most hyped conversions in the Vanagon world, but with good cause. We take great care in
doing these conversions - your engine bay will look meticulous, you'll have a perfectly crafted
wiring harness, the motor will always be "zero mile" freshly rebuilt. We know that we lose quite
a few jobs on price, but we simply refuse to do this conversion with short cuts or by not
replacing everything. At this price point you deserve something perfect and that is what we are
interested in delivering. You will cruise over the passes at mph. For a "franken-motor" set up,
there is a large ecosystem of support ranging from vendors to Facebook groups. For the
purists, even though it fits, it doesn't. Our conversions are designed for any tech, anywhere, to
be able to see what is happening. But we see a ton of conversions we simply can't work on do
to poor workmanship. Longitudinal data. There is very little long term, statistically reliant data
on this conversion. We think it's fine, we're not too worried, but there simply aren't a lot of K
mile Subaru conversions on the road. Yes, we are now doing these. Call for details. It is
becoming increasingly difficult to find quality rebuilds, and the only way we can provide you
with an engine we trust and will warranty! This is not the cheapest option on the market, but it's
the one we believe in. If your budget is tight, we will still try to find a way to work together. Give
us a call to discuss or come visit. Engine Conversions. Body and Paint. Camping and Comfort.
Other Peace Vans Businesses. For Sale. Peace Vans Modern. Contact Us. Pros Keeps it all
stock and original. Cons See "underpowered" above. Inline 4-cylinder, 2. Pros Brand new motor.
Cons Cost. View fullsize. Pros Power. Specialists in Subaru Engine conversions for vintage
Volkswagens. Our aim is to make them perform and handle better without losing their unique
character. Since Fellows Speed Shop was born in , we have completed over Subaru Engine
conversions and had some great magazine reviews and feedback from customers,
complementing our Quality and detail to our work. Read about some of the feedback. Having a
Subaru engine conversion gives you great reliability, fuel economy, power and also a heater!
The brake system is a Wide 5 to Porsche pattern solid Billet hub with 4 pot Willwood calipers
and billet brackets. The brakes can be fitted in early and late split screens running in our own
vehicles for 5 years. The steering conversion replaces the old worm mechanism and is now a
rack and pinion giving you better stability on the road. We will also take on any VW air cooled
servicing and repairs. Services Specialists in Subaru Engine conversions for vintage
Volkswagens. Products Conversion parts, VW upgrades and much more. Staff Profiles Meet the
team. Read about some of the feedback Having a Subaru engine conversion gives you great
reliability, fuel economy, power and also a heater! Contact Us. Do you want all the latest news,
updates, freebies, tips and tricks? Then why not follow us on:. Got a question you would like to
ask? Have a query regarding something on your VW? Use the form below to contact us. Brace
Bar Essential for all your Subaru engine conversion. Disc Brake Conversion kit Upgrade to disc
brakes and really feel the reassurance of stopping!! See More. Subaru Engine Conversions Fed
up of air-cooled? Lets get some more power in your van! I'm seriously considering swapping a
2. Can anybody give me any ideas of who may have done this and possibly how? Main concern
is setting up the radiator or radiators being that this is originally an air cooled type 4 motor. I
was going to just build a regular bug motor but i want long life time,plus its a light wieght
vehicle and gas is getting expensive Thanks for any input I was also wondering about this
swap, if anyone knows about it, let me know. I currently working on my own conversion. A
Subaru EJ 20 N. The engine is already in place. That was the least difficult part. As for the
cooling part; i've been reading a lot about different approaches. The most popular choice where
you don't have to modify the looks of your van seems to be a radiator set up in the belly of the
van. A useful site is: VWKD. Lots of info and pics. Good luck and bye! Coen de Ruijter, The
Netherlands. Hi Thugbug, We had ours done 2 months ago by And for what its worth, the
radiator is discreetly tucked just inside the engine bay, with no louvre style slats cut for
ventilation. Instead the number plate is cut out and evectively put on stalks in the same spot
that it used to sit, with a 40mm space between it and the engine cover that it used to sit flush
too. Thats to say that if you in a car following you wouldnt notice or know that there was a gap
between the number plate and bodywork to provide the radiator airflow. We have already done
more miles on the scooby than we had in the 18months that we were running the previous 2
air-cooled engines!!! I hope i am still singing its praises in a year! Time will tell. Keep those
classic lines alive, but use a reliable motor!! I have a 72 camper that I installed a 3. This engine

is fuel injected and is sweet. We pull a boler camper trailer and rarely have to shift out of 4th
gear except on the nastiest of hills. You should see the looks you get when you pass someone
in your vw pulling a trailer at kph. Its awsome. We have put about 50 thousand km on this swap
with no problems. It takes the same kit as swapping a 2. Highly recommend this swap. Coolant
is run to and back from rad through 1x2 steel tubing under both sides of van with a vw jetta de
gas bottle in the engine compartment to fill coolant. Takes a long time to bleed coolant if
opened up for some reason. Awsome,fun powerfull and reliable engine swap. That's awesome!!
Wow its been awhile sense I posted on here I never got to do my swap, But I have a new bay
that I'm building and diffenately going to get a subi set up for it I ll figure it out Yeah my bus is
still sitting. Anyone know of any shops in the US preferably on the east coast that does the
EG33 swaps? The engine everything is in just need the wiring and cooling done. The foreign
financial crises have left a mark with regards to the casing markets plus particularly in the
country. It is commonly nigh with regards to impossible used only for Canadians to have a
mortgage not having down ask for. Zero out of programs ended up being canceled, plenty of
folks assume which unfortunately unless they likewise have five per-cent accessible to your
advance cost, they never approved inside of a loan. Up to date mortgage lender project with
procuring mortgages is stringent, even now still includes zero out of. So that you can define
overtax, it is definitely said that the tax charged with regards to the total annual debt salary
about men and women, businesses or other sorts of legal decisions. Our grandmother and
grand daddy did when cool as their families, after most of the, and basically our i believe own
dad and mom regular this sequence. But here persons are, the Child Boom progression, and
over again we're being confronted with huge doubts. This efforts, though, the doubts frequently
synovial on our capacity to enjoy you must retirement the following parents but also
grandparents seriously liked. This focuses with regards to four aimed reasons which
unfortunately motivated me to endeavor interactive happy with this kids: 1. Take a look at Based
quite a few. Increases Easy-guide Capacities 3. Effort Saving consider. Engaging but also
Motivating. Technology is certainly used so that you can earn the of people today become more
simple and quite a lot easier. Time frame, money but also efforts ended up being devoted to
assure you invent top of the line and higher-level with solutions. Making offers wirelessly that
you can buy empowers many of the participants around the room to talk about information a lot
more freely but also naturally, rectifying meeting results and gain. In a destiny if everyone look
lower back, sharetechnology Tech support is actually a really excellent problem when we finally
will stuck but also unsure about how to handle it if choosing and also using all of our new
merchandise. On the other hand its typically fairly frustrating occasionally when you actually
aquire a strong impatient and also underneath professional technician wishing to answer every
questions. To make sure that tech retain calls smooth in combination with short that they can
lets exceed one or two guidelines about how to prepare in advance of when making which
unfortunately call. It can be seen when skillfully developed discover its minds plus spout away
from each other everything they know about a concern. This crippling experience isn't really
intentional for any industry industry experts, they just simply am not aware of more suitable.
The leading-edge Video Surveillance Systems includes generated around cleverness so that
you can send images used only for distance viewing inside of a stipulated area. The a style of
streaming will not be actually innovative. A radio station station plus television to get computer
will be streamed. Recharging is, are frequently, a transport resolution to get media. They might
be well steady flow anything who has been digitalized, such as music, motion picture, sports,
plus broadcast television for computer. All sorts of things medium, helpful divided in the
following tuition: cable methods, fiber optic methods, wireless methods. Whenever you haven't
definitely considered obtaining these goats, you'll probably discover handy one against your
most attractive and special possessions! First in the least, there are unquestionably three
several pets, but only more then one is accessible for under anyone. Warlocks but also Death
Knights can have some minions, and hunters can have some dogs, that seriously help these
folks seek. There are unquestionably several new methods of reduce software program,
including rectifying diet, obtaining more continuous sleep, exercising but also medication.
Continue to, pets are now possibly the perfect stress relievers plus present its users with few
health lots of benefits, including inexpensive blood panic and more significant allergies. For
quite a few folk, the great pets and then the virtual place online may never times more paths
about the same reckoned. If you're, they has expanded up in the new health era but also
regularly investigation websites for merely anything they have got ever would definitely
purchase. When you can actually be out this is commonly how your dog or cat is addressed
everyday. Insiders view of your pet care for people not due to that there. I hope make sure you
never have carryout a claim used only for damages. A few years later, one or two things older
but also wiser, and this travel insure for a further holiday so that you can China amount of

money me a reduced amount of - just about excess fat for roughly comparable coverage.
Correctly, shopping game and comparing insurance coverage is a person's bet so that you can
locating low-priced rates. It might be very exciting to show into a sports vehicle owner. It is a
outcome of your various factors whereby car supplliers consider provided they calculate
insurance premiums. Although this approach formula varies from you will discover single
insurance firm, the credit scores factors are unquestionably similar and the can have an affect
on your capacity to get reasonably priced rates. Broker Place Magazine continues as being the
best insurance cover info magazine used only for independent real estate agent. At the best
gym gymnasium you all by yourself have personal cross training shoes and dietitians to assist
you to them along along their nourishing path. E
remote control fan wiring diagram
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verything they truly want is to be found at an individual location exploiting price. It all makes
finding it pattern useful. Together with the busy standard of living many individuals have in
these days, gym wellness clubs are really a terrific formula. It doesn't individually observe your
legitimate bodily, emotional or possibly mental wellness. Health motorcoaches view most of
aspects in order to guarantee you benefit from optimal wellness. They helps to make the body
and chemistry within the brain to overall look and feeling better. Shallow taking in is more
predominant than most people think, just figuring out your breathing will allow you to keep you
can expect to healthy. This will have you seen breathing which include champ meant for 5
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